Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is considered a major source of innovation in bacteria, and as such is expected to drive the adaptation to new ecological niches. However, among the many genes acquired through HGT along the diversification history of genomes, only a fraction may have actively contributed to sustained ecological adaptation. Here, we implement a reverse ecology approach, involving the phylogenetic reconstruction of the evolutionary history of the pangenome within a bacterial clade and the modelling of the HGT process to recognize adaptive gene gains. We apply it to Agrobacterium biovar 1, a diverse group of soil and plant-dwelling bacterial species. We identify synapomorphic gene gains for major clades and show that most are organized into blocks of co-transferred genes encoding coherent biochemical pathways. This pattern of gene co-evolution rejects a neutral model of transfer, in which neighbouring genes would be transferred independently of their function. Instead, the conservation of acquired genes appears driven by purifying selection on collectively coded functions. We therefore propose synapomorphic blocks of cofunctioning genes as candidate determinants of ecological adaptation of each clade. Their inferred biochemical functions define features of ancestral ecological niches, which consistently hint at the strong selective role of host plant rhizospheres. FL, XN and VD conceived and supervised the study. DC, DMu and LV cultivated the bacteria, prepared the samples and conducted biochemical tests. FL, RP, SP, TG and LG contributed code and software. FL and RP designed Agrogenom database. RP conceived Agrogenom web interface. DMo generated functional annotation data. AC and DV integrated data into the Microscope database. VB led the sequencing project.
Introduction
Our understanding of the ecology of bacteria is fragmentary. We usually know a subset of the environments from which a species can be sampled, some laboratory conditions in which they can be grown, and sometimes the type of interactions they establish with other organisms. We now also have their genomes, which we believe contain all the information that make their lifestyle possible. However, even if we could describe the molecular function of every base in a genome, it would not necessarily allow us to understand whether this function is significant in its prevalent environment (Doolittle 2013) . Another approach consists in recognizing traces of selection for functional adaptation in the histories of genomes. The comparison of genomes reveals a historical signal that can be used to reconstruct genome evolution, their hypothetical ancestral state, and the course of evolutionary events that shaped them in time. Using models of null expectation under neutral evolution, we can discern the events that have been decisive in the adaptive evolution of species. Bacterial genomes are in constant flux, with genes being gained and lost at rates that can exceed the nucleotide substitution rate (Lawrence & Ochman 1997) . These dynamics leads to the definition of core versus accessory genomes, which respectively gather the genes that are shared by all members of a species and those that are found in some strains but not all. In E. coli, for example, the core genome comprises between 1,800 and 3,100 genes, depending on the methods and dataset, while the accessory genome has more than 80,000 genes, with two random strains differing typically by a thousand genes (Touchon et al. 2009; Land et al. 2015) . Some accessory genes are frequently gained by transfer and then quickly lost, leaving patterns of presence in genome that are inconsistent with the species phylogeny (Young 2016) ; many are indeed only found in one genome. Among accessory genes, the majority must have ephemeral, if any, adaptive value for the bacteria, and are nothing more than selfish elements caught by the snapshot of genome sequencing (Daubin et al. 2003) . However, this highly dynamic process also allows accessory genes to settle in genomes, and become part of the core genome of a lineage. Such 'domestication' events constitute the most remarkable deviations from a neutral model where rapid gains and loss prevail.
Clade-specific conservation is suggestive of purifying selection acting on the genes, possibly reflecting the adaptation of their bacterial host to a particular ecological niche (Lassalle et al. 2015) .
In a previous study, we explored the diversity of gene repertoires among strains of Agrobacterium biovar 1 that contains several bona fide but yet unnamed 'genomic' species G1 to G9 and G13, collectively named 'Agrobacterium tumefaciens species complex' (At) according to the proposal of Costechareyre et al. (Costechareyre et al. 2010) . We found that genes specific to the species under focus, i.e. G8 now called A.
fabrum (Lassalle et al. 2011) , were in majority clustered in the genome, and that these clusters gathered genes that encoded coherent biological functions. The conservation of co-functioning genes in genomic clusters appears unlikely in the context of frequent gene turnover. This pattern could be a trace of purifying selection acting to conserve the gene clusters in their wholeness, because the selected unit is the function collectively encoded by the constituent genes. However, it could also result from the neutral process of gene flow, by which neighbour genes that happen to have related functions, such as operons, are transferred together and then maintained by drift. These hypotheses may however be distinguished by analysing the historical record of evolutionary events that led to the clustering of co-functioning genes.
Most genes have complex histories, marked by many events of gene duplication, loss and, in the case of micro-organisms, horizontal transfers. The set of events affecting each homologous gene family in the pangenome under scrutiny can be summarized into an evolutionary scenario, which can be seen as the path of gene evolution within and across branches of the tree of species (Scornavacca et al. 2012) . Evolutionary scenarios can be inferred by comparing the phylogenetic history of genes and that of species, and by reconciling their discordances through the explicit inference of events of duplication, transfer and loss. This in turn allows to reconstruct the incremental shaping of genome gene contents, from ancestral to contemporary genomes, and to deduce the functional and ecological consequences of these changes.
We used the Rhizobiaceae family as a model taxon, particularly focusing on the At clade for which we have an original genome dataset of 22 strains from ten different species, including 16 new genome sequences. We designed a new phylogenetic pipeline for reconstruction of ancestral genomes that accounts for events of horizontal transfer and duplication of genes and makes use of the regional signal in genome histories to increase the confidence and accuracy in reconstructed evolutionary scenarios. Applied to our dataset, this approach identifies blocks of co-transferred and co-duplicated genes, allowing us to test hypotheses on how co-functioning gene clusters were formed. Comparing the level of functional co-operation of genes within 3 blocks of clade-specific genes to the expectation under a neutral model of gene transfer shows that cladespecific genes are more functionally related than expected. This supports the hypothesis by which the domestication of at least some clade-specific genes results from ecological selection.
Our reconstructed pangenome history -from single gene trees with transfer and duplication events to blocks of co-evolved genes and functional annotations-is compiled in an integrative database, Agrogenom, which can be visualized and queried through an interactive web interface accessible at http://phylariane.univ-lyon1.fr/db/agrogenom/3.
Methods
Bacteria and genomic sequence dataset. The study focused on the Agrobacterium biovar 1 species complex (At) with an original dataset of 16 new genomes along to six others publicly released (Goodner et al. 2001; Wood et al. 2001; Li et al. 2011; Ruffing et al. 2011; Wibberg et al. 2011; Hao, Lin, et al. 2012; Hao, Xie, et al. 2012) . The 22 genomes cover 10 closely related but genomically differentiated species (G1 to G9 and G13), with up to five isolates per species. The sample also includes every genome publicly available for the Rhizobiaceae at the time of the database construction (spring 2012), and more distant relatives from the Phyllobacteriaceae and Rhodobiaceae family (Table 1; Figure S1 ). The dataset of 47 complete genome sequences (Table 1) was then used to construct a database of homologous gene families using the Hogenom pipeline (Penel et al. 2009 ) further used to elaborate the Agrogenom database. Bacterial growth was analysed in the presence of phenylacetate (5mM) using a Microbiology Bioscreen C Reader (Labsystems, Finland) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Agrobacterium strains grown overnight in AT medium supplemented with succinate and ammonium sulfate were inoculated at an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.05 in 200 µl AT medium supplemented with appropriate carbon and nitrogen sources in Bioscreen honeycomb 100-well sterile plates. The cultures were incubated in the dark for 3 days at 28°C with shaking at medium amplitude. Growth measurements (OD600) were obtained at 20-min intervals.
Genome sequencing and assembly. Genomic DNAs of the 16 At strains prepared with the phenolchloroform method were used to prepare libraries with DNA sheared into inserts of median size of 8 kb. Raw sequence data were then generated using 454 GS-FLX sequencer (Roche Applied Sciences, Basel, Switzerland) with a combination of single-read (SR) and mate-pairs (MP) protocols, that yielded coverage ranging from 6.5X to 11X and from 5X to 8X, respectively (Table S1 ). Genome sequences were then assembled with Newbler version 2.6 (Roche Applied Sciences, Basel, Switzerland), using 90% identity and 40-bp thresholds for alignment of reads into contigs and the '--scaffold' option to integrate duplicated contigs into the scaffold assembly. Pseudo-molecules (chromosomes and plasmids) regrouping scaffolds were manually created on the basis of plasmid profiles obtained from Eckhart gels (data not shown) and minimizing rearrangements between closely related genomes considering alignments of obtained with NUCmer program from MUMMER package version 3.0 (Kurtz et al. 2004) . Genome sequences were then annotated with the MicroScope platform (Vallenet et al. 2013) and made available through the MaGe web interface (www.genoscope.cns.fr/agc/microscope).
Reference species tree.
To construct the reference species tree, 455 unicopy core gene families (i.e. families with exactly one copy per genome, listed Table S2 ) extracted from the Agrogenom database were used for 500 jackknife samples (draws without replacement) of 25 gene alignment sets, which were each concatenated and used to infer a maximum-likelihood (ML) tree using PhyML (Guindon & Gascuel 2003) (the same parameters as for gene trees, see S1 Text.). The reference phylogeny was obtained by making the consensus of this sample of trees with CONSENSE algorithm from the Phylip package (Felsenstein 1993) , and the branch supports were derived from the frequency of the consensus bipartitions in the sample ( Figure   S2 ). Alternative phylogenies were searched using the whole concatenate of 455 universal unicopy families or from a concatenate of 49 ribosomal protein gene families (Table S3 ) to compute trees with RAxML (version 7.2.8, GTRCAT model, 50 discrete site-heterogeneity categories) (Stamatakis 2006) . All three methods yielded very similar results concerning the placement of the different genera and species ( Figure S3 ).
Tree Pattern Matching. The collection of gene trees was searched with TPMS software (Bigot et al. 2013) for the occurrence of particular phylogenetic patterns signing the monophyly of different groups of strains ( Figure S4 ). Patterns generally describe the local monophyly of two groups (e.g. G2 and [G4-G7-G9]) within subtrees containing only At members and with the external presence of an outgroup ensuring the right rooting of the subtree. For each pattern, another was searched for the occurrence of the same set of leaves but without constrains on their monophyly, to get the number of genes for which the monophyly hypothesis could be tested. Patterns with their translation into TPMS pseudo-Newick formalism referring to reference tree nodes are listed in Supplementary Text, section 8.
Reconciliation of genome and gene tree histories.
We computed a rooted gene tree using PhyML (Guindon & Gascuel 2003) for all the 10,774 gene families containing at least three genes (S1 Text). A pipeline was developed to reconcile gene tree topologies with the species tree, i.e. that an event of either origination, duplication, transfer (ODT), or speciation be assigned to each of the 467,528 nodes found in the 10,774 gene trees. This pipeline combines several methods dedicated to the recognition of different landmarks of duplication and transfers (for a review, see (Doyon et al. 2011)) ; it is fully detailed in the Supplementary Text Sections 3 and 4, and summarized below. Likely duplication events were first located by looking for multiple gene copies per species in clades of the gene trees, using the 'Unicity' algorithm from TPMS (Bigot et al. 2013 ) ( Figure S5 , step 1), identifying 17,569 putative duplications generating 28,343 potential paralogous lineages. We subsequently isolated subtrees from the global gene trees where every species was represented once, i.e. unicopy subtrees. In presence of lineage-specific paralogs ('in-paralogs'), we extracted the several overlapping unicopy subtrees that cover the different duplicated gene copies. Prunier, a parsimony-based method that takes into account the phylogenetic support of topological incongruences and iteratively resolves 5 135 140 145 150 155 160 165 170 them by identifying and pruning transferred subtrees (Abby et al. 2010) , was run on the unicopy subtrees to detect replacing transfer events at branches with statistically significant (SH-like support > 0.9) topological conflict ( Figure S5 , step 2). These reconciliations of (potentially overlapping) local subtrees yielded a total of 22,322 high-confidence transfer events, which were integrated into a first set of coherently reconciled gene trees ( Figure S5 , step 3). To complete the reconciliation provided by Prunier, we used the 'TPMS-XD' algorithm (Bigot et al. 2013) to iteratively search for additional topological incongruences that had lower phylogenetic support but provided a global scenario more parsimonious on duplications and losses: 1,899 conflicting branches were recognized as the place of additional transfer events, allowing a decrease of 10,229 counts of duplication events. Having confidently identified duplications and horizontal transfers leading to the emergence of new gene lineages, we could define subfamilies of orthologs nested in homologous gene families ( Figure S5 , step 5). Finally, we used the Wagner parsimony algorithm implemented in the program Count (Csűrös 2008) to detect 19,553 cryptic transfer events from the profile of occurrence of orthologous genes, i.e. transfers that explained heterogeneous profiles of gene occurrence without topological incongruence as evidence, again minimizing the number of inferred losses ( Figure S5 , step 6). Each reconciliation of a gene tree corresponds to an evolutionary scenario in the species tree, where presence/absence states and the origination, duplication and transfer events are mapped ( Figure S5 , step 7).
Transfer events are characterized by the location of both donor and receiver ancestor nodes in the species tree, which specifies the direction of the transfer; duplication are only characterized by their location at an ancestral node in the species tree. These locations in the species tree are referred to as coordinates of the events.
Block event reconstruction. The complete algorithm for block event reconstruction is described in the Supplementary Text, section 5 and summarized here. To detect single evolutionary events (duplication or transfer) involving several consecutive genes, tracks of genes sharing similar evolutionary events were sought using a greedy algorithm similar to that defined by Williams et al. (Williams et al. 2012) . Blocks were built by iterative inclusion of genes whose lineages were marked by events with compatible coordinates (as described above), allowing them to be spaced by genes without such signal ('gap' genes) ( Figure S6 A, B).
Blocks containing gap genes were checked for phylogenetic compatibility of those gap genes with the scenario associated to the block (Figure S6 C) . When the gene tree of the gap gene showed weak statistical support (SH-like support < 0.9) at the crucial branches supporting the phylogenetic conflict, the transfer event could not be rejected and the block integrity was maintained. Conversely, when the gene tree of the gap gene carried a signal rejecting the transfer event, i.e showing that donor and receptor clades are separated from each other in the gene tree by strongly supported branches, the original block was split into two blocks representing independent transfer events ( Figure S6 D) . Jointly to its construction, the coordinates of the block event are refined by intersecting the coordinates of its constituent genes ( Figure 1B ; Figure S6 B,D).
To reconstruct the ancestral state of the blocks characterized in contemporary genomes, homologous block events were sought, as block events from different genomes involving homologous genes that descend from 6 175 180 185 190 195 200 the same evolutionary event in the corresponding gene tree (Figure 1 B, step 2). The integral blocks of genes involved in the events that took place in the ancestral genomes ('ancestral block events') were rebuilt by accretion of homologous block events from several 'leaf' contemporary genomes (Figure 1 B, step 3 ). Gene content of homologous leaf block events can differ among contemporary genomes because of partially independent histories of gene neighbourhood evolution (losses, insertions, rearrangements), leading to the disrupted contiguity of genes descending from a same event. However, block events that were disrupted in some leaf genome may appear intact in other genomes. Our accretion procedure links all leaf blocksdisjoint and intact -to one common ancestral block, thus recovering the unity of many block events that appeared as multiple one in individual genomes. In addition, independent gene losses or block disruption lead to varying gene content in homologous leaf block events, leading to potential differences in the inferred set of possible locations of the block events in the species tree. During the accretion of leaf blocks into an ancestral block, these different sets of possible locations of the block event are intersected into a refined set (Figure 1 B, step 3), in an analogous way than for the grouping of genes into leaf blocks. Block events were investigated only for origination (O), duplication (D) and transfer (T), not for speciation (S). Block events were not investigated at deep nodes (N1, N2, N3) for O and D (2,586 and 2,934 events discarded, respectively) because of the high risk of false positives (older independent neighbour events that occurred separately in time over these long branches but are annotated with similar coordinates and would thus be spuriously aggregated as block events). Finally, block events of gene loss were not investigated for a similar reason: for a same set of ODT events, many different scenarios of convergent losses are possible, with variable counts and location of loss events in the species tree, which would lead to the unspecific aggregation in block of many unrelated events. Definition of clade-specific genes from phylogenetic profiles. Clade-specific genes are genes exclusively found in a clade that were gained by the clade ancestor and since then conserved. From the sub-division of homologous gene families into orthologous subfamilies (see above and S1 Text, section 4, step 5.1), we established the phylogenetic profile of presence or absence of each subfamily in extant genomes. From these profiles, we identified contrasting patterns of presence/absence revealing clade-specific genotype s. Contrast is defined relative to a larger background clade in which the focus (foreground) clade is included, where foreground genomes show a pattern consistently opposite to that of all other genomes in the background clade. Background clades were generally chosen as those corresponding to a genus or species complex including the foreground clade, or to the whole tree if the foreground was larger than a genus. Possible subsequent transfer or loss events in the background clade can blur the contrasting pattern in phylogenetic profiles. The search for putative specific presence/absence patterns in the leaf genomes was therefore guided by the identification of unique gain/loss events in the genome of the foreground clade's ancestor, yielding a list of putatively specific gene subfamilies. This list was filtered using a relaxed definition of specificity, i.e.
where the presence/absence contrast can be incomplete, with up to two genomes in the background clade sharing the foreground state. Functional homogeneity of gene blocks. To measure to which extant co-transferred genes showed coherence in the functions they encoded, we used measures of semantic similarities of the Gene Ontology (GO) terms annotated to the gene products. First, the GO annotations were retrieved from UniProt-GOA (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/downloads, last accessed February, 2nd, 2013) (Dimmer et al. 2011) for the public genomes, and a similar pipeline of association of GO terms to gene products was used to annotate the genomic sequences produced for this study: results of several automatic annotation methods were retrieved from the PkGDB database (Vallenet et al. 2013) : InterProscan, HAMAP, PRIAM and hits of blastp searches on SwissProt and TrEMBL databases (as on the February, 5th, 2013), with a general cut-off e-value of 10e-10. GO annotations were then mapped to gene products using the mappings between those method results and GO terms as provided by Uniprot-GOA for electronic annotation methods To assess the potential role of selection in favouring the retention of transferred genes with more coherent functions, the FH of transferred gene blocks were compared to that of random groups of genes of same size sampled from the same genome, by uniformly sampling them in replicons or by taking systematic windows of neighbours' genes. FH were computed for all windows of neighbour genes around a replicon, but a limited sample of the same size was done for combinations of non-linked genes. Because the size of the group of genes impacts strongly the computation of the similarity metrics, and because the density of annotations can vary among organisms and replicons, the distributions of FH were calculated by replicon and by group size.
Note that the set of block of transferred genes is included in the set of all gene segments, but that independent subsets were considered for statistical comparisons. In turn, to test if functional coherence of a block transferred genes impacted its probability of retention after transfer, we used the information from reconstructed ancestral blocks of transferred genes to compared the same FH metric between extant transferred blocks that were integrally conserved in all descendants of the recipient ancestor and extant transferred blocks that were degraded by gene losses in other descendants of the recipient (but were intact in the focal genome). To avoid biases linked to variation in age of the considered transfer events, this comparison was made only for events that occurred in ancestors of species-level clades in At. 455 were found in exactly one copy in all the 47 genomes (unicopy core gene families). Following the procedure of ), a species phylogeny was inferred from the unicopy core gene set, using jackknife re-sampling of genes to compute branch supports ( Figure S2 ). Remarkably, significant support is obtained for all clades corresponding to previously described species: S. melitoti, R. etli, R. leguminosarum and indeed for Agrobacterium species G1, G8, G4, G5 and G7. In contrast, the support is relatively low for the relative positioning of strains within species, showing conflicting (or lack of) signal among concatenated genes. Within the At clade, groupings of higher order were also highly supported: G8 with G6 (hereafter
clade). Only some deep splits such as the position of G2 and of [G6-G8] clade relative to the At root were not well supported ( Fig S2) . In complement to the core gene concatenate, we used the whole set of individual gene phylogenies to test various hypotheses on the species tree topology (see Sup. Text, section 1), which showed that the proposed positions for G2 species and [G6-G8] clade had the best support pangenome-wide ( Figure S4) . A phylogeny reconstructed based on the genome gene contents show less appropriate to discriminate species, indicating a large quantity of HGT is occurring ( Figure S8 ).
Reconciliation of gene and species histories.
To reconstruct the history of HGT and other macroevolutionary events, we reconciled the topologies of gene trees and species tree, i.e. we assigned an event of either origination, duplication, transfer (ODT), or speciation to each of the 467,528 nodes found in the rooted gene trees of the 10,774 families that contained at least three genes.
Our pipeline reconstructed a total of 7,340 duplications (1.5% of all gene tree nodes) and 43,233 transfers (9.2%). The remainder of unannotated gene tree nodes correspond to speciation events (where the gene tree topologies locally follow the species tree) and originations (apparition of the gene family in our dataset, 9 285 290 295 300 305 310 mapped at the root of the gene tree) ( Table 2 ). Thanks to the ancestral genome reconstruction, we could distinguish additive transfers that bring new genes from those that replace already present orthologous genes, the latter accounting for a quarter of total transfers (9,271 events). Additive transfers contribute almost five times more than duplications to the total gene input in genomes (Table S4) , showing that transfer is the main source of gene content innovation in At.
Regional amalgamation of gene histories provides more accurate scenarios. Large-scale comparative genomics analyses have revealed that insertions in genomes typically comprise several consecutive genes, indicating that blocks of genes can evolve in linkage across genomes (Vallenet et al. 2009 ). Yet, ODT scenarios are generally evaluated for each gene tree independently of its neighbour (Makarova et al. 2006; Kettler et al. 2007 ). This is problematic because a scenario may be optimal (e.g., more parsimonious) for a gene alone, but sub-optimal in a model where genes can be part of the same ODT event ( Figure 1 ). We developed a procedure to recognise blocks of genes that co-evolved through the same event, allowing us to minimize the number of convergent ODT events along genome sequences.
First, using a combination of maximum-parsimony and maximum-likelihood criteria ( Figure S5 ;
Supplementary Methods), we infer scenarios of ODT events for each gene family independently. However, we leave undetermined the count and location of loss events, as there are often many possible combinations of loss events (in comparison to ODT events), with little information -only gene absence, i.e. missing datato inform a choice. This results in degrees of freedom on the ODT scenarios (further referred to as the uncertainty of the scenario), with several connected branches of the species tree on which ODT events could equally have happened (Figure 1 A) ; this uncertainty around the ODT scenarios is recorded as the set of possible branches, referred to as the event coordinates in the species tree (see Methods). We then proceed to recognize blocks of neighbour genes that have ODT events mapped to overlapping coordinate sets. For instance, genes from family 1 and 2 are neighbour in an extant species' genome; when a transfer event occurs in family 1, the reconciled tree of family 2 is scanned for events with similar donor-recipient coordinates.
( Figure 1A ). If there is a similar event, i.e. the sets of coordinates for each single gene family's events overlap, we hypothesize a common event involving both families. The donor-recipient coordinate set for that joint event is then defined as the intersection of both single events' coordinate sets. Doing so, we reduce the uncertainty on the joint event coordinates ( Figure S9 ). We then proceed to the next neighbour gene, trying to extend the event block.
A joint scenario may not be the most parsimonious in losses for individual gene families (Figure 1 B) .
However, as this regional pattern is not likely to happen by chance and because ODT events are less frequent than gene loss (Kuo et al. 2009; David & Alm 2011; Szöllősi et al. 2012 ) and thus less likely to happen in a convergent way, factorizing ODT events for neighbour genes appears a suitable and relevant procedure to minimize the total number of all kinds of events (i.e. ODTL events). By amalgamating compatible ODT scenarios of neighbour genes, we reconstructed 'block events', i.e. unique events involving blocks of coevolved neighbour genes ( Figure S5 step 8-9 ). Even though the large majority of transfers involve only one 10 320 325 330 335 340 345 350 355 gene, we identified several thousands of transfer events involving short blocks of 2 to 6 genes and hundreds of blocks of a dozen or more consecutive genes in extant genomes (Figure S10 A) . Moreover, reconstructed blocks of ancestral genes that were hypothetically transferred between ancestral genomes appear to have been even much larger than extant ones (Figure S10 B) , showing how frequently rearrangements and partial losses in descendant genomes have dismantled the syntenic blocks involved in ancient transfers. Integrating the reconciliations genome-wide, we found numerous such block events in At genomes, with 17.5% of transfers and 13.3% of duplications involving at least two genes (Table 2) . Remarkably, block event scenarios resulted in the decrease of 13,421 ODT events relative to scenarios based on single gene histories and an increase of 2,896 of the total amount of losses, thus showing that the integrated genome-wide scenario with block events is much more parsimonious than the simple sum of all single-gene scenarios ( Table 2 ). The count of additional losses is certainly over-estimated, because block events of gene loss must have occurred. This eventuality was however not taken into account in this study due to the too large uncertainty of location of these events in the species tree, preventing the specific aggregation of blocks of common loss events (see Methods).
Genome histories reveal lineages with biased fixation of new genes. The reconstructed history of gain and loss in ancestral genomes shows heterogeneous dynamics across the tree of At. First, we observe that the sizes of genomes are significantly lower in reconstructed ancestral genomes than in extant genomes ( Figure   2 , Table S4 ). For instance, the reconstructed genome of the At ancestor is around 4,500-gene large, when extant genomes have an average size of 5,500. This difference of 1,000 genes corresponds approximately to the number of genes recently gained along the terminal branches of the species tree (Figure 2 ), indicating the presence in contemporary genomes of a large polymorphism of gene presence/absence.
The variations of gene repertoires showed significant relationships with the evolutionary distances in the species tree, indicating that on the long run, rather steady evolutionary processes were operating in these genomes. For instance, the length of the branch leading to the ancestor best explained the quantity of genes gained and lost by an ancestor (linear regression, r 2 = 0.59 and 0.32 for gains and losses, respectively), but removing the extreme point of node N35 (i.e. the G1 ancestor) drops the correlations (r 2 = 0.27 and 0.28) ( Figure S11 A, B) . Interestingly, the quantity of genes gained by an ancestor and subsequently conserved in the descendant clade was robustly explained by the age of the ancestor (r 2 = 0.39, or 0.41 when removing N35) ( Figure S11 F) . This relationship was better described by a decreasing exponential regression (r 2 = 0.51, or 0.50 when removing N35), which reflects a process of 'survival' of genes in genomes through time ( Figure 3 ). We could recognise outlier genomes in this process of 'gene survival', as the nodes having the largest residuals in the exponential regression (out of the 95% confidence interval). They were, in a decreasing order of excess of conservation relative to their age, the ancestors of [G6-G8], G1, G5, [G5-G13], G8 (respectively corresponding to species tree nodes N27, N35, N39, N34 and N32) and subclades of G4 and G7 (nodes N43 and N46) ( Figure S11 F, Figure S12 ). These excesses of conservation do not systematically reflect a particular excess of gains in the ancestors: ancestors of G1 and G8 (nodes N35 and N32) have 11 360 365 370 375 380 385 indeed gained more genes than predicted by their respective branch lengths, but on the contrary ancestors of [G6-G8], [G5-G13] and G5 (nodes N27, N34 and N39, respectively) have rather lost genes in excess ( Figure   S11 C, D). In the latter cases, the excesses of conserved gains may thus stem from a fixation bias like natural selection for new genes. The outliers that fall above this trend -those clades that conserved more genes than predicted by their age -all belong to [G1-G5-G13] and [G6-G8] ( Figure S12 ). The higher rate of conservation in these clades is indicative of a higher proportion of genes having been under purifying selection since their ancestral acquisitions, i.e. having been domesticated.
Clade-specific genes conserved over long times are likely providing a strong adaptive feature to their host organism. Some adaptive trait can improve the host fitness independently of its ecological niche, and it then is expected to spread among close relatives (Cohan & Koeppel 2008) . Conversely, a new trait may prove advantageous as it allows the organism to escape competition from cognate species by increasing the differentiation of its ecological niche, for instance by allowing the exclusive consumption of a resource (Lassalle et al. 2015) or the change in relative reliance on a set of resources (Kopac et al. 2014 ). Recognizing such niche-specifying determinants among clade-specific gene sets is thus the key to the understanding of the unique ecological properties of a bacterial clade.
Clusters of clade-specific genes are under purifying selection for their collective function. Nichespecifying traits are expected to provide higher differential fitness if they are less likely to be already present in, or independently acquired by, competing relatives. Hence, best candidates for niche-specifying traits consist of novel and complex sets of biochemical functions that do not rely on pre-existing functions. In such a case, it is crucial that the complete set of underlying biochemical functions is gained at once to provide any advantage. Such an event can typically happen with the co-transfer of a complete operon. In a previous study focussed on G8 genomes (Lassalle et al. 2011) , we observed that clade-specific genes tend to occur in clusters of genes with related biochemical function. This apparently non-random pattern suggests that cotransferred groups of genes collectively coding a function have been selected amongst incoming transferred genes, either by positive selection upon reception, or afterwards by negative (purifying) selection against the destruction of the group by rearrangement or partial deletion. This putative signature of selection made clusters of co-functioning clade-specific genes good candidates as niche-specifying determinants (Lassalle et al. 2011 ).
Yet, it is well known that bacterial genomes are organized in functional units such as operons, super-operons, etc. (Rocha 2008) , and the co-transfer of cooperating genes could neutrally result from the functional structure of the donor genomes. However, the segments of DNA that are transferred are most probably taken randomly from the donor genomes (apart from the special case of genes coding their own mobility). Thus, under a neutral model, co-transferred genes should not always be co-functioning, and the probability at which a transferred fragment spanned a functional element like an operon would resemble that of any similarly sized fragment of the donor genome.
To test whether clustering of functionally related clade-specific genes results from selection, we designed 12 395 400 405 410 415 420 425 tests that assess the relation between transfer history and biological function of genes. To do so, we define the degree of functional homogeneity (FH) of genes within blocks of neighbour genes based on their Gene
Ontology annotation (see Methods). First, we checked that groups made of n genes each taken at random in the genome (physically distant genes) had lower FH than groups of n neighbour genes (taking all possible gene windows of n genes), confirming that FH captures the functional structure of a genome (Figure 4 A) .
We then compared random groups of neighbour genes without a shared transfer history to blocks of and Roth (Lawrence & Roth 1996) , as transfer followed by selection for readily functional multi-genic traits would lead to the prevalence in host genomes of genes clustered into tightly linked functional units.
In addition, we observe that among the groups of genes acquired by transfer, those that were conserved in all descendants of the recipient ancestors had more coherent annotated functions than non-conserved ones (11/13 significant tests positive, Figure 4 B, D) . The hypothesis of conserved co-transferred genes encoding more related function than non-conserved ones was previously proposed based on manual inspection of the functional relatedness of a few transferred operons in E. coli (Homma et al. 2007 ). The present study presents a quantitative estimation of functional relatedness within transferred blocks of genes, and provides a statistical argument for purifying selection enforcing their collective conservation in genomes. This supports our initial hypothesis that clusters of clade-specific genes participating to a same pathway, which are more likely to carry the sufficient information to encode a new adaptive trait, were under continued selection since their acquisition. It follows that the adaptations that characterize the ecological niche of a clade should be revealed through the identification of the genes specifically conserved in a clade, and notably those grouped in clusters with related functions. Dataset, or can be browsed on Agrogenom database website http://phylariane.univ-lyon1.fr/db/agrogenom/3/ ( Figure 5) . Generally, clade-specific genes were often located in relatively large clusters encoding coherent biochemical functions or pathways, which are summarized in Table S5 and hereafter numbered with the AtSp prefix. Those clade-specific gene clusters often match transfer or origination block events identified above (S1 Dataset), although often with limited coverage or with several transfer blocks mapping to a single cladespecific cluster. This suggests block gain events are likely to cluster at the same loci. Alternatively, it could indicate the limitation of our search procedure in face of the complexity of the gene histories, with different patterns of multiple consecutive transfers in different gene families preventing recognition of their common history. Full description of the biochemical functions encoded in these clade-specific repertoires can be found in the Supplementary Material (Supplementary Text section 7) . A subset of clades of the At phylogeny, including species G1, G8, G4 and G7, are represented by several closely related extant genomes, and for this reason were particularly amenable for the accurate definition of clade-specific gene repertoires. For these, chromosomal maps of species-specific genes (Figures S13, S14, S15, S16) show they were located unevenly on the various replicons of At genomes, with a bias towards accumulation on the linear chromid (Lc), and an unexpected presence on the At plasmid (pAt) (Tables S6, S7). a megaplasmid which was for long referred to as the cryptic plasmid, for its role in the cell biology remains largely unknown. These pAts belong to the larger family of repABC (mega-)plasmids, which can conjugate between a broad range of hosts among Rhizobiaceae, as described for symbiotic (Sym) or tumor-inducing (Ti) plasmids in Rhizobium and Agrobacterium, respectively (González et al. 2003; Gonzalez et al. 2010; Lassalle et al. 2011 ). In addition, it is well known that pTis can be transferred between strains of different species of At, as confirmed by the large similarity observed here between the pTiB6 and pTiTT111 ( Figure   S15 ). This suggests that pAts could similarly be transferred amongst species of At. However, we found that pAt types are restricted to certain genomic backgrounds, as they host genes that are mostly strain-specific, interspersed with gene clusters specific to the host genome's species (namely G1, G8, G4 and G7 species) or higher groups ([G6-G8] clade) (Figures S13, S12, S13, S16). In particular, 25 G8-specific genes and 11 [G6-G8] clade-specific genes were retrieved on the pAts of the corresponding strains. Our previous study using micro-arrays with G8-C58 genome as a reference did not identify G8-specific genes on plasmids, notably because the G8 strain LMG-46 lacked a pAt (Lassalle et al. 2011 ). This feature is however unique to the strain within G8 species, which could result from a recent plasmid loss with rare prevalence in the species. Similarly, the only available isolate of G9 species, strain Hayward 0363, has no detectable plasmid. In both cases, further sampling of wild population is required to test whether the suggested species' status of presence/absence of a pAt is the rule, or if intermediate prevalences can occur. Considering the data presented here, the rule seems to be that pAts are core replicons for most At species. In addition, the occurerence of clade-specific genes on the pAt and never on the other plasmids (pTi and smaller ones), in face of its putative ability to transfer widely, suggests a existence of barriers to its transfer. Within Cohan's ecotype framework, we interpret this pattern as the presence of determinants of the species' ecological niche on this particular extra-chromosomal element, which selectively prevents its spread among closely related species (Cohan & Koeppel 2008) . This suggests that -for most species of At -this third replicon is probably essential in natural environments, which would qualify it as a bona fide chromid (Harrison et al. 2010 ).
Identification of clade-specific genes in

Secondary replicons of
Clade-specific gene functions provide insights into the possible ecological speciation of clade ancestors.
The nature of putative ecological specialization is not obvious for agrobacteria, which are ubiquitous soildwellers. The frequent co-occurrence in soil of the different species of Agrobacterium, sometimes in the same micro-metric sample (Vogel et al. 2003) , dictates under the competitive exclusion principle (Gause 1932 ) that they have distinct ecologies, but they only seem to differ by cryptic combinations of environmental factors. Though, some soils and/or host plant show preferential colonization by certain species (Costechareyre et al. 2010) , and G2 members appear to be specialized towards opportunistic pathogenicity in human (Aujoulat et al. 2011) , showing the existence of some kind of niche differentiation among Agrobacterium species. Because the clade-specific genes must encode what makes a clade's ecology to be distinct from that of its relatives (Lassalle et al. 2015) , we explored the specific functional repertoire of At clades. Strikingly, in most clades, including species or higher-level groups, the sets of clade-specific genes recurrently presented the same classes of functions. These include the transport and metabolism of phenolic compounds, aminoacids and complex sugars, and the production of exopolysaccharides and siderophores, all of which can be related to the life in the plant rhizosphere (Lassalle et al. 2011 ).
Among these, we can notably report the specific presence of a supernumerary chemotaxis regulation operon che2 in species G1, which is uniquely linked with an array of genes with predicted functions involved in the catabolism of (possibly aminated) aromatic compounds (Table S5 ). This suggests G1 strains are able to specifically degrade certain -yet unknown -aromatic compounds, for which they might display specific tropism and/or induction of biofilm formation.
G8 species and [G6-G8] clade present a number of clade-specific gene clusters (Table S5) The species group [G5-G13] specifically presents a phenylacetate degradation pathway operon (Table S5) , which biochemical function was demonstrated in vitro ( Figure S17 ). This discovery readily provides us with a specific biochemical test for identification of these species, and again hints to the particular affinity of agrobacteria with aromatic compounds that are likely to be found in plant rhizospheres.
Finally, the large cluster that encodes the nitrate respiration (denitrification) pathway, including nir, nor, nnr and nap operons is absent from [G1-G5-G13] clade. More recently, this gene cluster was also lost by strains G9-NCPPB925 and G8-ATCC31749, and its presence in strain G3-CFBP6623 seems to result from later transfer from a mosaic of sources within At. Considering the absence of this super-operon in close relatives of At such as A. vitis and R. leguminosarum, it appears that it was likely acquired by the ancestor of [G2-G4-G7-G9-G6-G8] clade (node N21 on Figure 1 ), one of the two large clades that divide At complex.
These strains possessing the denitrification pathway may be selectively advantaged under certain anaerobic or micro-aerophilic conditions, such as those met in certain soils and rhizospheres.
Species G1 and G8 present a particular case of genomic gene content convergence, as we found that they share 57 synapomorphic genes (Table S6 and S7), in most cases with phylogenetic support for transfer events between respective ancestors. These traits were previously hypothesized to provide key adaptation to the life in the plant rhizosphere of G8 (= A. fabrum, (Lassalle et al. 2011) ). For instance, they share homologous genes involved in the biosynthesis of curdlan -a cellulose-like polysaccharide -and the biosynthesis of O-antigens of the lipopolysaccharide (LPS), both capsular components that may define attachment properties of the cell to the external environment (Table S5 ; Supplementary Text S1, section 6.1).
Indeed, the LPS synthesized by homologous enzymes in Brucella spp. mediate a specific interaction with cells of a eukaryotic host (Vizcaíno et al. 2001) . In addition, different G1 and G8's clade-specific genes are encoding similar functional pathways, i.e. metabolism of phenolic compounds and production of exopolysaccharides (Table S5 ).
This overlap of the niche-specifying gene repertoires of G1 and G8 species may cause the convergence of their ideal ecological niches, and thus lead to inter-species competition for resources.
However, shared niche-specifying genes are combined to different sets of species-specific genes in each species' core-genome, with which epistatic interaction could induce strong divergence in their phenotype.
Typically, even though the loci for biosynthesis of O-antigens of the LPS in G1 and G8 are highly similar (>93% amino acid identity in average for proteins of the AtSp14 locus, Figure S18 ) and probably produce an equivalent compound, these species' regulation of biofilm production is likely different. Indeed, there are several regulatory genes specific to G1 genomes involved in chemotaxis/biofilm production regulation, such as the che2 operon (cluster AtSp2) and hub signal-transducing protein HHSS ('hybrid-hybrid' signal-sensing, see S1 Text, section 6.1) found in cluster AtSp14 ( Figure S13 and S18) , and a sensor protein (cluster AtSp3) 16 545 550 555 560 565 570 modulating c-di-GMP -a secondary messenger involved in the switch from motile to sessile behaviours.
Those specific regulators are all found linked to G1-specific genes involved in phenolics catabolism or biofilm production. These latter genes may constitute the downstream regulatory targets of what seems to be a coherent regulation network controlling motility, biofilm production and degradation of phenolics; this potentially constitute a whole pathway for response to environmental conditions specific of the niche of G1, such as availability of phenolics as nutrients. Similarly, G8-specific genes of the AtSp26 cluster ( Figure S14) are forming a regulatory island involved in the perception and transduction of environmental signals, including mechanosensitive channels and a receptor for phenolic compound related to toluene (Lassalle et al. 2011 ).
Both species are thus likely to orchestrate the production of similar polysaccharides under different regulation schemes, involving the coordination of their expression with other specific traits -interestingly, in both cases the catabolism of (likely different) phenolics. Similarly, the coordinated expression of several clade-specific genes, resulting in conditional phenotypes has recently been observed in G8-C58 (Baude et al. 2016) , strengthening the idea of the existence of an ecological niche to which G8 species is specifically adapted through the expression of a particular combination of specific genes. The partial hybridization of G1 and G8 specific genomes thus likely leads each species to tap the same resources in a different way, which should not induce significant competition between them. These species may then form guilds of relatives that exploit partitions of a largely common ecological niche (Lassalle et al. 2015) , explaining why we can observe them co-occurring in soils (Vogel et al. 2003; Portier et al. 2006) . Regular events of such interspecies exchange of niche-specifying may explain why exploration of the genome based only on the presence/absence pattern of homologs -and not their gain history, as done here -may yield indistinct patterns of clade-specific gene contents, as recently observed among R. leguminosarum genomic species (Kumar et al. 2015) .
Conclusion
We developed an original method for the reconstruction of the history of all genes in bacterial genomes and applied it to the Agrobacterium biovar 1 species complex (At), revealing the dynamics of gene repertoire in this taxon. These dynamics were structured along the tree of species and within genomes, revealing signatures of purifying selection for genes specifically gained by major clades of At. Most of these were organized in large blocks of co-evolving genes that encode coherent pathways, a pattern which constitutes a departure from a neutral model of gene transfer in bacterial genomes. We thus consider these blocks of cladespecific genes as likely determinants of the clades' core ecology. Genes specific to each species and to the At species diversity, coupled with population genomics approaches, could further reveal ecological properties of agrobacteria, including those that may be non-ubiquitous but dynamically maintained by recombination within species (Kashtan et al. 2014; Rosen et al. 2015) . Gene co-evolution models, such as the one developed here, may be extend to the investigation of inter-locus linkage in populations of genomes (Cui et al. 2015) .
Such analyses could reveal complex interactions between molecular pathways that are under ecological selection, opening new ways towards the understanding of bacterial adaptation to the infinite diversity of micro-environments.
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At -Agrobacterium tumefaciens species complex CDS -coding sequence . 1 : Gene-wise vs. regional reconciliation. A) Transfers inferred in reconciled gene trees 1 and 2 can be translated in several possible scenarios in the species tree that each involves different donor (Do) and receiver (Re) pairs (multiple arrows with question marks, uncertain scenarios). If each gene family is reconciled separately, the scenarios that place the ancestral receiver at the last common ancestor of extant recipient genomes are chosen because they are the most parsimonious in losses (crosses mapped on the species tree and "Local event count" in inset table). That way, the global scenario for the combined loci totalizes two transfers and no subsequent loss (inset table, "Combined event count"). If one considers the possibility of the co-transfer of neighbour genes 1 and 2, a common (Block) transfer event can be found. By minimizing the total number of (co-)transfer events, a scenario can be chosen which is not necessarily the most parsimonious in losses for each gene. In this example, the global scenario for the combined loci which is the most parsimonious in transfer events totalizes one block transfer and one subsequent gene loss. B) Refinement of event uncertainties when building block events. Origination, duplication and transfer events are first inferred in each gene family separately (1); for the sake of clarity, the example shows only transfer events as arrows on branches of gene trees (top) and between branches of species trees (bottom). Compatible events affecting genes that are neighbour in at least one extant genome are aggregated into blocks (coloured frames) (2) and this approach is then repeated across genomes (vertical double arrows), thus reconstructing the events that occurred in ancestral genomes (3). Numbers in circles indicate the number of genes combined in a same event, stars indicate when aggregation of an event lead to the refinement of its coordinates.
Fig. 2: Ancestral genome sizes and gain/loss events.
The tree is a subtree of that presented Figure S1 , focusing on the At clade. Net gains (+) and losses (-) and resulting genome sizes (=) are indicated next to nodes. Disc at nodes schematically represent inferred ancestral genomes or actual extant genomes; surfaces are proportional to the genome size. Prevalence of events shaping the gene content are indicated by pie charts indicating the fraction of losses (red), gains by duplication (cyan), gains by transfer (blue) and gene conversions/allelic replacements (green). The relatively high number of event occurring at At root is related to the long branch from which it stems in the complete Rhizobiales tree (Fig. S1 ), which is not represented here. At genomes at all discrete block sizes) of (C) random windows of non co-transferred genes vs. blocks of co-transferred genes or (D) conserved vs. non-conserved blocks of co-transferred genes. Each point represents an observation from an extant At genome for a given size of groups of genes (on x-axis). Point colours indicate the higher-FH sample (as in A,B): (C) blue, FH(random windows) > FH(transferred blocks), (n = 29, 4 significant); red, FH(random windows) < FH(transferred blocks), n = 66 (45 significant) ; (D) purple, FH(non-conserved blocks) > FH(conserved blocks), n = 11 (2 significant) ; green, FH (non-conserved blocks) < FH (conserved blocks), n = 49 (11 significant). A test is considered significant at p < 0.01. Effective of tests in favour of one hypothesis or the other are counted over all independent tests made for each combination of At genomes and discrete block sizes. (2) Detailed annotation of the sequences at the tip of the tree, including locus tag (linking out to MaGe genome browser), chromosomal location, taxon name, database crossreferences, etc.
(3) Dynamic menu to adapt the level of displayed information. (4) Syntenic view in the genomic neighbourhoods of the focal gene family; homologs are sharing the same colour, defined in reference to a chosen sequence (indicated by the navigation arrows on the sides). (5) Blue frame indicates a block transfer event involving four gene families; this block appears dynamically when hovering the cursor above the transfer node in the gene tree.
(6) Pop-up window with functional annotation and characteristics of a gene can be generated by double-clicking on the gene; it contains the link to the gene tree of the gene's family. (7) Search menus: 'Advanced search' to get a gene family 
